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Rum is no longer Puerto Rico’s most intoxicating export. That title 

now velongs to this spirited island quartet that’s sweeping the U.S. 

with its swinging singing versions of American pop favorites... 
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COVER PHOTO By Flip Schulke/Black Star 

Translations often leave a lot to be desired. That’s true in this case too. 

But after hearing the Four Amigos (José Vadis, Miguel Alcaides, 

German Salinas, and Pedro Berrios) singing American tunes in Span- 

ish, all you’ll desire is more. You may also wish you could see them 

in person, since this album sounds much like a club act. Which is no 

accident, for the Amigos have played niteries in all of Latin America, 

and are currently making a highly successful debut tour of clubs in 

the States. 

In this album, they tour the entire pop music scene, from ballads 

to bounce, from rock ’n’ roll to show tunes. Arrivederci Roma, the 

lovely film ballad, receives a bright poiylingual treatment, as the 

Amigos sing in Italian, French, English, and Spanish. Bouncy Mister 

Sandman, rock ’n’ roll hit Ko Ko Mo, and the show-stopping tune from 

“Kismet; Stranger in Paradise, are all high-points, and a tribute to the 

Amigos’ wide-ranging talent. 

A further tribute to their talent is their instrumental work, which 

reaches its uninhibited best in the wild Cumand, the only non-vocal 

number in the album. Miguel displays neat virtuosity as lead guitar 

throughout, while Pedro handles the guitar background. José and Ger- 

man are kept busy building a rhythm section with added Latin per- 

cussion. That last item should be a clue to the tempos most of these 

tunes take. And if you rhumba or samba—or swing for that matter— 

feel free to indulge. If not, feel free to yell “Bravo!” from the edge of 

your chair, because that’s where you'll be while listening to the exciting 

Four Amigos. Produced by FRANK WERBER fre hee ea 
SIDE ONE ® ARRIVEDERCI ROMA ® LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING ® BON 

BON DE ELENA ® CIAO CIAO BAMBINO ® FASCINATION #® MISTER SANDMAN 

SIDE TWO ® SINCERELY = MEDIO PESO ® STRANGER IN PARADISE ® KO KO MO 

= PIEL CANELA = CUMANA 

THIS STFREO RECORD SHOULD BE PLAYED ONLY WITH A STEREO CARTRIDGE AND NEEDLE TO AVOID DAMAGE. 

MADE IN U.S.A,* FACTORIES: SCRANTON, PA.— LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
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